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orbitofrontal cortex—are observed to behave
quite differently from normal subjects in
choice situations (10).
Although the Marchiori-Warglien model
gives a central role to regret-driven learning
in making its successful predictions, it is
important to recognize that the learning in
their model is an approximation of the learning dynamics of experimental players, just as
the regret is an approximation of the complex
feelings of success and failure experienced
by the players. The adaptive neural net structure used in their model converges toward its
stable propensities for long-run play fairly
quickly, generally in fewer iterations than
experimental subjects require. Thus, the data
on play that it fits least well are the cases
where subjects take the longest to stabilize
their patterns of play. Other models, typically
those based on more traditional reinforcement learning, have been found to do better
at tracking the early stages of experimental
play (5). But versions of those reinforcement
models that were included in the present
work did less well overall than any of the
regret-driven models.
The great virtue of the parsimony and
rigor of economic theorizing is exactly that
improvements often accumulate rapidly.
Thus, the Marchiori-Warglien model may not
be the final word in this development of psychologically plausible approximations for
economic game play (11). However, the
authors have made an important contribution
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with their psychologically grounded insight
that regret-driven learning provides the best
approximating form to date for some of the
most recalcitrant economic laboratory data
that we have. And their use of a neural network
structure incorporating payoffs has interesting
possibilities for generalization to other classes
of games. They have made a step that both
takes us forward and simultaneously helps to
define the road that lies ahead.
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Materials scientists are seeking to create
synthetic materials based on the mechanical
design principles found in biological materials
such as seashell nacre.
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ing a sequence of moves, each of which is
random but with probabilities that should
optimize expected gains. These elegant theoretical results have long been known to
provide poor fits to laboratory data from
real players.
The success of their model is impressive,
but, as they point out, it is only part of the significance of their results. The three best-performing models are (i) a model drawn from
the previous literature known as Normalized
Fictitious Play (7), (ii) the simplest MarchioriWarglien model, and (iii) a variant of their
model with one free parameter. Although they
vary in how it is incorporated, all three are
regret-driven learning models.
To these results we can add others (8)
showing that a regret-based model can also
account for puzzling empirical patterns
in various forms of auction bidding. As
Marchiori and Warglien recognize, the superior fit of these regret-based models aligns
very nicely with results from recent neuropsychological work, where studies of brain
activity during decision-making have
pointed increasingly to the crucial role
played by brain areas implicated in feelings
of regret (9). In particular, regret involves
constructing a counterfactual image of what
the actor would have felt if he or she had
acted differently. Psychological subjects
with impaired abilities to construct such felt
counterfactuals—for example, because
of damage to brain areas such as the
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he huge diversity of structural biological materials that exist in nature, even
within a single species, and the complexity, multifunctionality, and multiscale
nature of their structure-property relationships has been studied extensively for decades
(1). Using materials available in the environment that typically exhibit poor macro-scale
mechanical properties (brittle biological
ceramics and compliant macromolecules),
they can achieve orders-of-magnitude increases in strength and toughness; in many
cases, this “mechanical property amplification” occurs in a nonadditive manner that goes
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beyond the simple composite rule of mixture
formulations. Synthetic structural materials
that take advantage of the mechanical design
principles found in nature could transform
many fields; e.g., materials science, mechanical and civil engineering, and aeronautics and
astronautics. Here, we highlight a few recent
developments in this area and summarize
unexplored opportunities for the future.
Bonderer et al. [page 1069 of this issue (2)]
have carried out the deliberate microstructural
design of a multilayered alumina platelet-reinforced chitosan nanocomposite, inspired by
the inner nacreous layer of many seashells.
The alumina platelets possess higher ultimate
tensile strength than the aragonite platelets
found in nacre; this reflects a general design
concept, whereby the weak constituents found
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in nature are replaced with more advanced
synthetic engineered materials, with the goal
of producing structural composite materials
with mechanical properties that exceed both
those of nacre and those of state-of-the-art
synthetic materials.
The thickness of the alumina platelets was
chosen to be similar to that found in nacre (~200
nanometers). At such sub-micrometer thicknesses, the strength of brittle materials often
increases compared with the bulk material
because of the decreasing size and probability
of flaws (3). The average platelet aspect ratio
was selected based on a classic composite shear
lag load transfer model (4); this critical length
maximizes the load transferred to the platelet
while averting platelet fracture and instead
favors a failure mechanism of platelet pullout
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local chemistry, compositional gradients,
macromolecular supramolecular structure,
length scale effects, geometry, and other factors to design robust interfaces and interphases that bond together different material
phases, even in the presence of water (6). In
the material prepared by Podsiadlo et al. (4),
the platelets and matrix exhibit extensive epitaxial hydrogen bonding, as well as cyclic
cross-linking. Gluteraldehyde treatment created additional covalent acetal bridges between the matrix and platelets, and dramatic
increases in stiffness and strength were
achieved compared to the matrix material.
Another example of nacre-mimetic interfacial
design between structural elements in a nanocomposite has been reported by Tang et al. (7).
Here, an ionically bonded polyelectrolyte matrix
was used to mimic the high toughness extensional “sawtooth” macromolecular elasticity
profile due to sacrificial noncovalent bonding
observed experimentally in the organic component of nacre (8) and modeled theoretically
by Qi et al. (9). This unique interA
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nacre, many design principles
remain to be explored. The ability to access a wide range of volume fractions of the reinforcing
component will enable additional design optimization in
terms of tailoring stiffness,
strength, and toughness. Recent
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nacre have shown that additional
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posites with a unique sector structure; each sector possesses nanometer-sized surface domains
or asperities (12, 13). Individual platelets can
exhibit considerable plasticity before fracture
upon penetration by an indenter (12), and the
constituent surface “nanograins” can deform
and rotate under an applied tensile load (13)
(see the figure, panel D). In addition, there is a
complex three-dimensional distribution of
organic matrix components spatially within the
plane parallel to the nacre tablets (14).
At the larger length scale of the shell (see
the figure, panel A), the multilayered structure, the prismatic calcite outer layer, integrity
of the calcite-nacre interface (see the figure,
panel B), confinement effects between the
layers, structure and property gradation
within and between layers, and anisotropy of
the layers all work collectively to provide
enhanced mechanical performance.
Last, we have yet to fully understand and
take advantage of the inherent specificity of
natural mechanical design principles. For
example, multilayered armored fish scales
serve as protection from predatory penetrating impacts (15), mussel byssal threads are
hysteretic yet resilient to large strain deformation in order to maintain adhesion to rocks in
the face of the pounding surf (16), and graded
layer junctions in teeth resist catastrophic fracture during mastication (17). Each of these
systems experiences, and has been designed
to endure, very different loading conditions in
their environment and during their function.
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and matrix shear (as observed in nacre). The
authors also achieved excellent alignment and
dispersion of the platelets in the matrix up to
volume fractions of 0.2, using a colloidal-based
technique. Tensile mechanical properties were
amplified in the composite material compared
to the chitosan matrix, and significant plasticity
was retained, suggesting pathways for extensive
deformation of the matrix at these volume fractions before platelet pullout. The authors have
thus created a material that is simultaneously
stiff, strong, and tough by via constituents of
appropriate length scale and geometry, using
mechanical design principles derived from
nature, as well as achieving dispersion of the
reinforcing component in the matrix.
Podsiadlo and colleagues (5) have taken an
alternative approach in the design of a montmorillonite clay platelet–poly(vinyl alcohol)
matrix nacre-mimetic artificial nanocomposite by focusing on tailoring the chemistry of
the platelet-matrix interface to enhance load
transfer. Biological composites make use of
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